
This New England-style IPA has loads of pineapple puree creating a very hazy vibrant bright
orange color that perfectly resembles a pineapple. This beer reeks of fresh pineapple on the
nose and has a lasting aroma of tropical dankness from the mosaic & citra hops. This beer is
guaranteed to put a smile on anyone saying “BahHumbug” this holiday season! 

Movie Reference: A Christmas Carol

Our flagship amber ale dry-hopped with Citra! Traditionally, our Cape Cod Red is a well-balanced
deep amber brew with a mouthful of malt flavor and just the right amount of hop character. The
addition of Citra hops creates a smooth floral and citrus aroma & flavor but not enough to shoot
your eye out! 

Movie Reference: A Christmas Story

We infused our light & delicious Beach Blonde ale with black tea and citrus peel. This is a 12
Beers of Christmas staple that knocks even St. Nick’s socks off! If you’re feeling all alone this
winter, this beer is right here to keep you company and warm you up.  

Movie Reference: Home Alone

Weighing in at around 8% ABV and made with over 2,000 pounds of malted barley, this beer is
packed with malty flavor. The beer was aged for six months in whiskey barrels to impart notes of
spirits from the wooden whiskey barrels into the beer and produce this delicious holiday brew
that is perfect for all the Whos down in Whoville!  

Movie Reference: How the Grinch Stole Christmas

This is our double IPA infused with coconut! Brewed with Idaho 7 Cryo hops & dry-hopped with
Nelson Sauvin, this beer is bursting with big flavors of tropical fruits & citrus. The addition of
coconut adds a smooth sweetness to the natural bitterness of the beer and intensifies its flavor!
We’d consider you a cotton-headed ninnymuggins if you didn’t like this brew!  

Movie Reference: Elf

Scrooge JuiceScrooge Juice ABV: 6% IBUS: 50

Keep the Change, Ya Filthy Ale-nimalKeep the Change, Ya Filthy Ale-nimal ABV: 4.9% IBUs: 10 

ABV: 5.5% IBUs: 35Citra Red (Ryder bb gun)Citra Red (Ryder bb gun)

ABV: 8.0% IBUs: 65Holiday Whoey? Whatey? SourHoliday Whoey? Whatey? Sour

Son of a (Coco)Nutcracker!Son of a (Coco)Nutcracker! ABV: 8.6% IBUs: 42
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This brew is a delicious, drinkable treat perfect to sip on at your holiday brunch table! This is our
classic Cape Cod Porter infused with tasty blueberry coffee from our friends at Cape Cod
Coffee. The result is a perfect combination of flavors and aromas of rich chocolate, dark roast &
sweet berries. 

Movie Reference: A Christmas Carol

Did you know that the word “Blitzen” is Dutch for lightning? That’s where Santa’s 8th reindeer
got his name!  This imperial stout is a bold strike to your taste buds. We electrified this dark
beer by infusing it with fresh espresso from Three Fins Coffee Roasters. Sip ‘em slow cause
Blitzen’s Brew may light you up like a Christmas tree. 

This is our crushable sour ale conditioned on dried pears! This ale has a mild but refreshing taste
with a subtle touch of pear. It has a soft hazy color with a sweet & tangy aroma. After a couple
of these, you’ll have the liquid courage to put on your favorite (very ugly) Christmas sweater. 

Movie Reference: How the Grinch Stole Christmas

This is our Bohemian Pilsener conditioned on lightly toasted oak. This crisp, clean brew has a
subtle woody, roastiness to it that pairs perfectly with the beer's natural spice. Drink this bottle
in one sitting – we triple-dog dare you! 

Movie Reference: A Christmas Story

Except Ralphie didn’t say fudge! He said the F dash dash dash word! This is an unfiltered
Bavarian dark wheat beer conditioned on loads of cacao nibs from Chequessett Chocolate. Our
traditional Dunkel has a unique banana bread character, so the addition of cacao creates a rich
& sweet treat filled with chocolatey flavor. This beer is fudging delicious… and we promise it
tastes better than the block of soap does.  

 Movie Reference: A Christmas Story

Congrats & Merry Christmas! You are one of the very first people to get your hands on our
newest can release. This is our MindBender American Pale Ale that we brewed & packaged in
collaboration with our friends at MVYRadio. This light & crisp ale is packed with hop flavor that
will send you into sensory overload. Pouring a hazy golden color, this refreshing brew is bright
with aromas of fresh citrus, grapefruit, and a hoppy dankness. Unlike the daily MindBender
question on MVY Radio, sipping on this beer is a no brainer. 

Santa’s Night Cap is double barrel imperial stout that only gets better & more magical with age.
After 14 months in a rum barrel, it was transferred to a bourbon barrel where it aged again for 14
months. Whether by luck or magic, the double barreling resulted in a beer that is rich, sweet,
boozy, and complex – a beer worthy to be enjoyed by St. Nick himself. 

blitzen's brewblitzen's brew ABV: 8.5% IBUS: 64

But what will i pear?! sourBut what will i pear?! sour ABV: 5.4% IBUS: 14

shoot your eye out pilzshoot your eye out pilz ABV: 5.64% IBUS: 40

ohh fuddggeee dunkelohh fuddggeee dunkel ABV: 5.4% IBUS: 25

mvyradio mindbender american pale alemvyradio mindbender american pale ale ABV: 5.5% IBUS: 45

santa's night cap (AKA LUCKY no. 18)santa's night cap (AKA LUCKY no. 18) ABV: 9% IBUS: 75

bah humbug! blueberry coffee porterbah humbug! blueberry coffee porter ABV: 5.5% IBUs: 28


